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The sinuous canal is an anatomically well-defined intramural canal of the maxillary sinus (MS) folded within the antral walls. Commonly, its first, infraorbital part, courses within the antral roof, while its second, transverse facial part courses below the infraorbital foramen within the anterior antral wall. While retrospective files of patients that were scanned in cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) for different dental medical purposes were observed randomly, a peculiar variant of the sinuous canal was noticed and further documented. The respective canal origin was far posterior in the infraorbital groove and the canal coursed through the MS embedded within an incomplete oblique septum dividing the antrum into anterosuperior and posteroinferior chambers. Then the sinuous canal continued with the transverse facial segment. As the sinuous canal contains the superior anterior alveolar nerve and artery, major suppliers of the frontal teeth, it is recommended to document in CBCT a possible transantral, and not intramural, course of it, especially when surgical or endoscopic corridors through the MS are planned.

(Folia Morphol 2022; 81, 1: 234–236)
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Introduction

The canalis sinuosus (CS) diverges from the infraorbital canal (IOC) allowing passage for the anterior superior alveolar nerve (ASAN) and anterior superior alveolar artery (ASAA) that branch from the infraorbital neurovascular bundle [8, 9]. Forming in the roof of the maxillary sinus (MS) and usually ending at the base of the anterior nasal spine, it has an anteromedial direction through the maxillary walls, passing inferior to the infraorbital foramen (IOF) [13].

The double curvature along the course of the canal is what attributed the term “sinuosus” to its name. Usually, it tunnels from the IOC through the orbital floor (the primary segment of the CS) to reach the anterior antral wall where it takes a sharp turn downward and medial to reach the nasal lateral wall, in front of the anterior end of the inferior concha. From there it angles again, following the contour of the anterior nasal aperture, towards the anterior nasal spine [4].

Although its passage is described as a sinuous path folded to the maxillary walls all the way from the IOC to the anterior maxillary region, the CS can have a more direct path through a MS septum. To our knowledge, an intraseptal, transantral variant of the CS has not been reported before.

Taking into consideration the clinical implications of damaging the ASAN during surgical procedures such as Caldwell-Luc, sinus floor elevation, and antrostomy, surgical interventions in the posterior maxillary region require detailed knowledge of maxillary sinus anatomy and possible anatomical variations [6].
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CASE REPORT

During an evaluation on cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) archived files, a unilateral transantral course of the CS was found in a 56-year-old female patient. As described in previous studies, the CBCT patient file was scanned with an iCat CBCT machine (Imaging Sciences International; Hatfield, PA, USA) with the settings: resolution 0.250 pixels/inch, field of view 130 mm, and image matrix size 640 x 640 pixels [9, 10]. By using the iCatVision software, the CBCT data were exported as a single uncompressed DICOM file, which was further analysed using the Planmeca Romexis Viewer 3.5.0.R software. The patient had given written informed consent for all medical data to be used for research and teaching purposes, provided the protection of the identity is maintained.

The right side presented no abnormal pattern of the CS, and a single antral septum was noticed in the maxillary sinus. On the left side, endosinus anatomy was different (Fig. 1). Two antral septa were found, one attached to the sinus roof below the infraorbital groove (IOG), and another one below the first, that ended on the MS floor in the premolar area. Both septa were located in the same anatomical plane having an anteroinferior direction. A transantral course of the left IOC was found in the superior septum. Within the inferior septum, another canal coursed from the IOG, through the MS, to the anterior antral wall where it continued beneath the IOF with a transverse course. This was therefore assessed as CS with the first segment being equally transantral and intraseptal.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It is considered that the CS “has been little explored and many practitioners have no knowledge of its presence and location” [1] and that “many surgeons do not know much about this anatomical structure” [4].

The CS prevalence ranges between studies from 15.7% to 100%, and in a recent CBCT study [1], it was found that only 54.14% of patients presented bilateral CS. This implies that although the CS is a well-described anatomical structure, its presence is not easily traceable.

Anatomical transantral passage is not uncommon knowledge, as it has been presented before for other structures like the IOC [2]. Still, to the authors’ knowledge, a transantral variant of the CS has not been described yet. Even more peculiar, the canal is situated in the bony confinement of a septum, making it insidious to clinicians in the absence of a complex radiological investigation.

The maxillary sinus septa are of interest, especially when performing surgical procedures such as sinus lift [5] or even Le Fort I osteotomy [11]. These barriers of cortical bone can arise from the antral floor or walls as primary or secondary septa to partially or completely separate the sinus into two or more cavities [7]. As secondary septa appear based on progressive pneumatisation of the MS in edentulous patients, in this case, both septa that have been found could be regarded as primary ones.

In endonasal endoscopic approaches of transmaxillary-transantral surgical intervention routes, large portions of the medial antral wall, as well as other bony structures along the way, might be removed. The purpose is to gain access to the posterior maxillary sinus wall in the attempt of removing lesions in the pterygopalatine fossa [3] or to approach the Meckel’s cave [12].

Because of it being featured as a small, poorly recognised bony canal, the CS usually gets acknowledged when postsurgical complications such as haemorrhage, pain, anaesthesia, and paraesthesia appear [4]. Therefore, in surgical procedure planning, the transantral variant of CS should be taken into account, and careful evaluation of three-dimensional radiological investigation of the antral septa is recommended.
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